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VIBRATIONS OF STRINGS CONNECTED IN A NODE
In this paper we shall consider a system of N stringslying in a common plane in their equilibrium position -with one end of each connected to a single common point called node, and the other end built-in (gee fig,1 ), Fig.1 Assume that the strings are identical -all their lengths 1 are equal and their masses per unit length are'equal and also the tensions T. Moreover we assume the node of our system of strings satisfies the following conditions! -it is massless -it does not transmit any forces in the plane of strings} in other words it balances tension forces T of our system -it can move without any damping in the direction perpendicular to the plane of strings only. We shall investigate the vibrations of the system in the plane perpendicular to that one assigned by its equilibrium position. Vibrations of our interest will be caused by ini-A.Dymitruk, J.Musgyriskl tial shape, or Impulses, or external forces equal for each string. Gravity foroes of strings will be treated as external ones, and the damping will be negleoted. For simplifying calculations we put Vf = 1.
We introduce for each string an axis ox direoted along the string in its equilibrium position from our node (let here x = 0) to built-in end (let here x ^e^ u*{t,x) denote displacement of a point x from its equilibrium position at a time t for i-th string. The movement of each string is described by equation
w'here p^(t,x) describes an external force acting on i-th string. We take initial conditions in the form
The built-in end of each string for which x = 1 leads to boundary condition
For a node we have the following conditions: -equality of displacements of each string connected to the node
-equilibrium of force components acting along the direction perpendicular to plane assigning by the system in its equilibrium position
Solution of the problem We introduoe additional functions u(t,x) and p(t,x) defined for t >0 and x e [o,i] in the form
From the conditions of our problem it results that the function u(t,x) satisfies the equation
and the initial conditions
and the boundary conditions (6) u(t|1) = 0, t^ft.Oj = 0
For solving the problem (4), (5) and (6) we shall use d'Alembert's method for infinite string by extending our functions, f,F and p(t,.) for the whole straight line so as to satisfy the boundary conditions. According to the superposition law of solutions we represent our function u(t,x) in the form of a sum u(t,x) = u.,(t t x) + u 2 (t f x), where function u^(t,x) presents oiwn vibrations due to initial conditions (5) and zero boundary conditions (6) while function Ugftyx) presents forced vibrations excited by ex- The functions F and p'( t,. ) are analogous in their form. Coming back to the starting point of our problem, the equility of the displacement condition for node and the definition of the function u(t,x) lead to formulae for vibration displacements of each string in this point as follows:
Let us investigate the vibrations of each string; let us take the i-th string. We are looking for the function u^tjx) which satisfies equation (1), initial conditions (2) and boiindary conditions:
(8) a 1 (tfl}=0, u 1 (t ,0) = <p(t), where cp(t) is defined as above.
A
We see that the function w(t,x) = ^ u(t,x) satisfies the equation and the boundary conditions (8).
The function u^t.x) may be written in the form:
where z^(t,x) satisfies the equation
and the zero boundary conditions (14) z 1 (t,l) = 0, z 1 (t,0 ) = 0.
We see that the form of the external force in equation (12) and the initial conditions (13) result in satisfying condition (3") by the sum of functions z (t,x), namely n 4 (t » oJ « 1=1 x
We denote
After analogous treatmen -to that used for solving the problem described by (4), (5), (6) we can represent the function z 1 (t,x) in the form
where the functions E^", H" 5 ", q i (t,.) are formed from functions h^", H^", q*(t f .) by extending them -odd with respect to point x = 0 and farther on the whole straight line with the period 2 1. n±i So the function h (x) is described by the formula: Let us observe that when the functions f^x), P 1 {x) and p^(t,x) are identical we have z^"(t,x) = 0. The above considerations (see formulae (11)) lead to the conclusion that the vibrations of the i-th string may be treated as composed of two components: -vibrations of the whole system caused by averaged external forces and under averaged initial conditions, -vibrations peculiar to the i-th string caused by corrected external forces and under corrected initial conditions.
